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About This Software

SMILE GAME BUILDER is a game making software. Programming is NOT a required skill! All necessary materials are
included such as 3D models, graphics, music and more. NOW, all you need is your creativity!

You have a long time dream to create your own RPG?
But, you don’t know how to program?

Well…. you don’t need to!!

SMILE GAME BUILDER can make your imagination into gaming world without ANY PROGRAMMING!!!
Now it’s even better! It’s in 3D world!

These below images are other sample maps in the Editor.
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SMILE GAME BUILDER contains more than 1,000 materials to choose from,
such as 3D characters, monster images, music, sound effects,

houses, fountains, animals, magic… and much more!

3D Charaters / 2D Characters
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One of Terrain Blocks / One of Stairs Blocks

2D Monster Images / Character Portraits

Even more great news for 3D designers and illustrators!
SMILE GAME BUILDER allows you to import your original characters and objects into the engine!

Furthermore, there will be downloadable contents available at the same time!

In RPG games, the main character has to talk to people in order to play the story to the next step, right?
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Once you place a character on the Editor, these kinds of window will appear.

Then, you just need to set their dialogues and actions!

YES, that's it!
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Of course, the player has to have wonderful items to go through the journey.

However, life is NOT that easy.
You can also set some traps with these items and or other things!! hehehe
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These are some particle effects that you can add to the map!

The great thing is they MOVE even in the Editor!

No worries! For the experts, you can convert these simple templates to advanced events!!
So then, more dramatic conversations or events can be everywhere!
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See? We promised we did all the coding for you!

So, you just need to place objects or people on the map!

Set their dialogues and actions.... voilà!

Just like that! Simple steps!

After you placed and organized your story, here is the best part!

Test Play!!

You might want to have Test Plays time to time.
To see how the events turn out or how well the balance of the game is.

Maybe it's a good idea to ask your friends for testing!
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You can distribute your game to the world and even you can sell your game!

But!
Most importantly, you will need your imagination and

creativeness to expand your ideas
and show the world what you have in mind!

RELEASE YOUR CREATIVITY!

SMILE GAME BUILDER – The Specification of the Trial Version
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Title: SMILE GAME BUILDER
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
SmileBoom Co.Ltd.
Publisher:
SmileBoom Co.Ltd.
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows7/8/10 (32/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo processor or AMD Athlon™ 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4400 or more, Radeon HD graphics 5430 or more, OpenGL 3.0 or more

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: Performance is not guaranteed under a virtual or emulated environment.

English,Japanese
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seriously, this one took me by surprise. I've tried to find in my quest today's beat-em up versions of the streets of rage series and
this is the closest of them all. It's literally streets of rage 4. well, sort of. However, it does have its quirks and issues. For one
thing I can't understand for the life of me why developers think it's necessary to to stuff the screen with loads of AI enemies
that, chock full of them don't give you breathing space or the time to pull off neat combo tricks. It can get really cluttered on
screen. it becomes infuriating being knocked down every second. I can't remember streets of rage being cluttered or getting my
head kicked in every second.
Also the the characters animations is like figgety like their missing a frame or two. the game needs more ironing out.
Nevertheless, saying all this. I was literally hooked to the game. It certainly made me feel like going back it time.
I would definitely recommend this game to streets of rage \/ final fight fans of the genre. It's definitely one of the best so far.

Finally, I can confirm this works out of the box in wine Linux with 3.xx staging on Ubuntu 16.04. No extra DLLs required to
install.. A great game. I once owned it from another store and bought it again on Steam because it is so good. Tense in parts, yet
also strangely relaxing as your networks grow over time. One of the most original RTS games I have played.. I LOVED this
game. The price is a hell of a deal even for a single play through- mine took me 23 hours and I'm a very fast reader. The fact
that there's countless other routes I can take makes the replay value impressive. The story itself was surprisingly well written and
the characters were fleshed out. I look forward to playing it again to try and deviate from the direction I went in this first time-
it seems like the story can change drastically depending on the decisions.. Very atmospheric; I found some of the levels to be
quite difficult, but once you understand how the different monster types work, it's really a fun challange. The gameplay is very
dark and there are flashes of light, where you get a couple seconds to see where you are and where you should be heading, it's
very tense and if you aren't paying close attention it's brutal. Monsters are very fast and the player moves very slow, so you have
to predict where to go based on the routes they fly in, you also have an option to 'phase' through them if you can't get out of
their way. All in all this game is really worth the time and money to check it out.. The short: It took roughly an hour to beat this
at 100% achievements. $5 bucks is a bit overpriced for it but if ya see it in a bundle it is a great addition to the bundle. Also a
controller does make this 100% easier.

The long; Its a short little game with a fascinating story going on around you. You basically have a birds eye view of a revolution
happening and the affect it has on the citizens of the town. You fly around, which the controls are fantastic and the game is
beautiful to look at, and collect various trinkets and feathers to dress up your nest. Its a relaxing game, not super challenging but
you'll enjoy the hour ya get out of it. I would've loved to have played it longer, don't really see how they could've made it longer
without it getting super repetitive so thankfully the game doesn't get drawn out to that point. Theres 0% replayability on the
game but I think anyone could get into it for the short ride.. I have been using PlayClaw 4 and 5 for a while now. PlayClaw 5
contains many options for recording video and audio, such as video and audio codecs, resolution options, audio channels,
webcam support, streaming support, and useful overlays.

I used to really like using this software for recording games for my YouTube channel, but the software started to screw up my
recordings. For some reason now, PlayClaw 5 will cause the audio to become out of sync throughout the recordings, which
becomes a major pain to fix. I am not the only person who has this problem, and the developers tell users to use their "Fast
Codec" to work around this issue, but this codec is not very good.

I would recommend using this software if they would fix the syncing issue, but I would strongly recommend Dxtory, which is a
much better recording software with more options.. It's like Lumines, only with a time limit of 2 minutes to see how much area
you can cover with your fusion-making skills. Rad game.
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One time bonus in a singleplayer game? LUL. And remember, respect is everything.
So go to church every Sunday, treat your fellow man like brethern, never commit acts of violence or acts of heresy.
And always rig the ice cream truck with explosives.. Good fast-pace game! Just wish it had more players. Where should I start
Now then Main OC Named Mr.Heh Lol that Name is funny to em Trust me I Laughed when I saw and heard it. Anyways He
kinda Lost the love of his Life When all of the sudden She was tooken away from him oin the Blink of an eye He lost all Hope
and He was Depressed, All of Sudden This Mystery Girl Named Quin Appeared in his Life where she was the Boss so to speak
And kept calling Heh Puppy and was Barking orders Around Cause who doesnt do that right lol Basiclly Trying to get Him to do
stuff for her or else he would suffer getting his CGS Deleted off of his own VN Game he worked so har dofr. In time they both
bonded and shared each others Past and learned from each other and How they can co exist Plus Heh also thought of His Long
Lost friend Luo in Whom he Really didnt want to see her Cause of the Recent event that Took place Long ago he was Made fun
of. In all thoughQuin had Horrible Parents well Adopted ones that Treated her Horrible and used her for money and got what
they wanted it but in return They soon found out they were framed in the act and Now Quin Lives with her oni chan. In the end
it was Very Good VN I Quite Enjoyed it very much ^^ I would Recc thsi to ANyone who Loves These Types and also Take care
of your Brother and or Sister.. I was hyped for this game for a long time and my expectations were sky-high. I've played AC5
and AC0 in the past, so I'm not new to the series either. Well, I'm glad to say that Project ACES has delivered in spades and is
back in top form! You get your slightly cheesy war drama, your tense and exciting moments, crazy missions and lots of
opportunities to show off your ace skills.

The biggest change, aside from the much improved graphics, is the addition of clouds and weather patterns which I think was a
great idea that introduced a meaningful change to the flight mechanics. In the past, weather was mostly just window-dressing,
but here it's part of the battlefield that you can use to your advantage. It's used in many simple, but clever ways throughout the
game to spice up mission variety, and it's clear the dev team has put a lot of thought into planning, preparing and polishing each
mission for maximum effect.

Can't wait to check out the MP and to replay the campaign on hard. Here's hoping the DLC will be just as awesome as the main
game was.. nothing special really. With a learning curve steeper than the Navy's Nuclear Power Program this is an excellent
model railroad design tool. This is not a 'train game'. If you want to spend the time learning how to use this to help build your
dream layout then 'yes', I recommend this program on that basis. If you want to drive trains and play railroad scenarios I
recommend DTG's TS 2015. I have close to 250 hrs in that game and it is the best train sim currently available. Avoid at all
costs the one with the 'z', it's terrible.. thank you scs, and happy holidays\/ merry christmas, I know some people complain about
these, and i can agree that this should not be top priority (and i doubt it is) but i personally love them, even if i wont use the
paint jobs myself, its still nice to see everyone driving different trucks in mp, and just having the option to get my truck into the
christmas spirit is always nice too. 10\/10 well worth the single candy bar you wont be able to buy because you spent your
money on this instead. Do not buy this, there is no more multiplayer support for MoW AS since it was powered by gamespy. I
don't understand why they keep this on their store page, shouldn't even be an option to buy this...

New updates...keep on coming!:
There will be another new update soon. It is a bit more extensive than the previous, and includes multiple map updates as well as
weapon and player skin updates and additions.

There is another development that will excite longtime fans of the game, and that is a remake of the classic map "The Saucer".
This map has been remade twice before, and will combine some elements of all three versions, as well as extend itself in new
ways. This map is using some different methods, that point to the future of Alien Arena and will also feature some modular
pieces for map makers to use for their own creations.

Speaking of maps, another map pack will be coming shortly as well!. New updates coming soon!:
There will be a new update coming shortly, with some new features, new skins, and some graphic updates. We are beginning a
new, renewed development phase that will keep the game moving forward.

In the near future there will be a new, FREE, map pack that you can download with a number of 3rd party and older official fan
favorites that have been updated for the new version of the game.

Also keep your eye out for some new official maps, all brand-new, with some pretty wild themes later in the Summer!. Martian
Supremacy Tournament!:
The best way to celebrate the new release of Alien Arena Warriors of Mars is to have a tourney. But we are not going to have
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just one, but more! We will start with five tourneys, and if successful, we will have more!

Every Saturday, starting November 11 at 9pm GMT, we are going to have massive frag fests with prizes for the winners!

Players ending in first place win a free Alien Arena Warriors of Mars Steam key and an Alien Arena key chain!
Players ending in second place win a Alien Arena key chain!

The rules are simple:
Everyone can play in every tourney, but you can't win more than 1 prize. If a player ends up in first or second place he can play
again in the next tourney but can't win a prize if he finishes first or second. If that is the case, then the runner up gets his place,
and if he already won a prize, the next runner up get his place and so on.
And the most important rule is to have fun!

More info can be found on our official forums:
http://red.planetarena.org/forum/showthread.php?tid=2310&pid=18313#pid18313

Happy fraggin'!
. Steam Winter Sale - 2 weeks only! Get Alien Arena 51% off!:
What are you waiting for? For two weeks, get yourself or a friend a copy of Alien Arena for the holiday season!

No lag. No Reloads. No Bull. For years Arena FPS fans have been clamoring for a game like this, and while others are missing
the mark, Alien Arena hits the nail squarely on the head. Tailored to eSports, Alien Arena offers enhanced visibility, speed, and
precision without any of the trendy garbage that some of the AAA offerings continue to force upon their players.

Get up, get out, and get in the arena...Victory Awaits!. Change in the Martian Supremacy Tournament:
There is a change in the schedule of the tournament.

Unfortunately the tournament is being cancelled.

Fortunately it is going to be replaced by a surprise!

Stay tuned!. Another big update coming!:
An update will be coming in the next month that focuses very heavily on new content, and some more polish.

The major focus is on new maps, particularly CTF and Tactical. There will be 3 new CTF maps, including remakes of Terminal
and Stronghold, as well as a brand new design. Stronghold and the new map will also have Tactical versions.

We have been made aware of some occasional "hitches" occuring when a player first begins playing, and are tracking down the
source of the problem. This will be corrected in this update as well. There are a few other items being looked at that will add to
the gameplay experience.. Dreakhack Winter 2017 recap!:
Read all about our experience at Winter Dreamhack 2017!

https://irritant.wordpress.com/2017/12/06/dreamhack-winter-2017/
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